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i 
This invention relates to targets for darts or 

the like, and more particularly to targets of the 
type having electrical means for indicating the 
accuracy of the various hits. 
Targets of the electrically indicating type as 

heretofore constructed have been complicated 
and expensive to manufacture. Furthermore, 
various parts of the target panels have been 
permanently wired to the indicating devices, so “10 
that it has not been feasible or convenient to 
replace such panels when they have become dis 
?gured or otherwise damaged by continued use. 

It is accordingly one object of the invention to 

9 Claims. (Cl. 273—102.2) 

provide an indicating target which will be com 
paratively simple and inexpensive to manu 
facture. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide 
an indicating target having a comparatively in 
expensive target panel which may be readily and 
quickly replaced with a new panel when desired. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
vide an improved dart-receiving panel for an 
indicating target, which will not damage the 
darts in any way, and which can be manufactured 
at a comparatively low cost. 
With these and other objects in view, as will 

be apparent to those skilled in the art, the in 
vention resides in the combination of parts set 

' '21) 

forth in the speci?cation and covered by the M. 
claims appended hereto. 
Referring to the drawing illustrating one em 

bodiment of the invention, and in which like 
reference numerals indicate like parts: ‘ 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a target for darts; ..~ _. 
Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, but with the 

indicator panel and the target panel removed 
from the apparatus; 

Fig. 3 is a section taken on the line 3—3 of 
Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a section taken on the line 4—4' of 
Fig. 2; 

Fig. 5 is a section taken on the line 5-5 of 
Fig. 2; 

to 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the indicator 
panel; 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the target panel; 
Fig. 8 is a section, on an enlarged scale, taken 

on the line 8--8 of Fig. '7. 
Fig. 9 is a fragmentary view of the back of 

the target panel; 
Fig. 10 is a fragmentary section taken on the 

line l0—lt| of Fig. 8; 
Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 8, but showing 

a slight modi?cation; and 
Fig. 12 is a side elevation of a dart. 
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2 
The embodiment illustrated comprises a hollow 

rectangular frame E5 of a suitable material, such 
as wood, the height of the frame somewhat ex 
ceeding its width. The interior of the frame is 
divided into an upper compartment [6 and a 
lower compartment H by means of a transverse 
horizontal frame member IQ of wood or the like, 
the lower compartment being substantially 
square. To the back of the frame there is secured 
a vertical rectangular plate 20, preferably of 
metal, such as tin-plated sheet steel, which forms 
the rear wall of both the compartments. The 
upper compartment it is closed at the front 
by a rectangular panel 2!, and the lower com-' 
partment I1 is closed at the front by a substan 
tially square target panel 23. Both of these 
panels are readily removable, and for this pur 
pose the frame I 5 and the transverse member l9 
are provided with grooves 24 (Figs. 3 and 4) 
which slidably receive the edges of the panels. 
The right hand member of the frame has a slot 
25 (Fig. 4) in the plane of the grooves, so that 
the panels may be removed and replaced through 
this slot, as indicated by the broken lines at the 
right of Fig. 1. Preferably a transverse hori 
zontal frame member 26 extends across the cen 
tral portion of the lower compartment IT, with its 
front edge in a common plane with the rear edges 
of the grooves 24. 
The upper panel 2| is preferably made of a 

comparatively soft material, such as cardboard, 
which will not damage a dart accidentally strik 
ing the panel, and it is su?‘iciently thick to pre 
vent complete penetration by a dart. This panel 
is provided with a horizontal row of openings 21 
~(?ve-being shown) which are covered by a sheet 
28 of a suitable transparent or translucent mate 
rial applied to the rear surface of the panel. 
This sheet is preferably of sufficient strength and 
thickness to prevent penetration or shattering by 
a poorly aimed dart, and it carries various nu 
merals, which serve to indicate the scoring values 
of different areas of the target panel 23. 
Within the upper compartment there is pro 

vided a series of electric lamp bulbs 30, one for 
each of the panel openings 21. Each bulb is 
mounted in a socket formed in an ear 3| struck 
up from the rear plate 28, the center contacts 

. of the bulbs engaging metal contacts 32 mounted 
to 
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on the upper surface of the frame member I9. 
The bulbs 30 are preferably located slightly be 
low the openings ‘21, so that they are protected 
from poorly aimed darts which might possibly 
penetrate the sheet 28. Each bulb is enclosed 
by a wall 3d of inverted U-shape forming a small 
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chamber in registration with the corresponding 
opening 21. These walls 3'3 may be conveniently 
made from a single strip of tin-plated sheet steel, 
suitably secured to the frame member l9. It 
will be apparent that the walls 34 not only con 
line the light from each bulb to the corresponding 
opening 21, but they also serve as light re?ectors. 
In addition to the lamp bulbs 38, there is pro 
vided a further electrical signal in the form of 
a buzzer or bell 55 (Fig. 2) mounted on the plate 
20 within the lower compartment IT, with one of 
its terminals 36 connected to the said plate. 
The various signals are energized in accord 

ance with the location of darts which penetrate 
the target panel 23. For this purpose 'a' hori 
zontal strip 31 of insulating material is mounted 
on the rear plate 20 adjacent the crosseinember 
26. On this strip 3'! there are mounted ?ve 
spring contacts 38, a spring contact 39, and a 
spring contact 46. The contacts are all made 
.yfrorn thin yieldable sheet metal, and as shown 
in Eig. they project (wheniree) slightlyin front 
of the member 25. The‘contac'ts 3B are respec 
tively connected to the ?ve contacts 32 by'means 
of insulated wires arena the ‘contact 39 is con 
nected to the't‘errni‘nal .43 ‘of the buzzer 35 by 
an insulated .wire 44‘. The contact 40 neon‘, 
n'ectedbyan insulated wire :46 to a’ spring con 
tact'lillmountjed on the lower cross¢inember of 
the" frame i5; Electrical energy for‘jopferation 
pf thenindicating system' isFprOVided by a pair 
er dry cell‘ba'tt'e‘ri'es 69 mounted in end-to-end 
er series’ arrangement ‘and supported vby‘clips‘ v5|] 
struck up from ‘the rear plate '20; The base .Of 
ene ‘ battery ‘engages ‘the ‘contact 41,‘ while ' the 
central terminal of the ‘other battery engages‘ a 
contact 5i’ struck up from the rear plate 20. ‘Ob 
v'ionsly, a low voltage transformer or other suit 
able seurjee‘er low ‘veneee current maybe used 
in place of the batteries.‘ Itfw'ill be'clear that 
if the ~contaz‘zt 4!] is connected by some means to 
the contact-3972i circuit will be ‘completed to 
,cnergirethe buzzer 35, and if the ‘contact 40 is 
iccnnectedby some~ means to one of the contacts 

a circuit will be completed to energize the 
corresponding bulb 3ft. vsu'ch'completion of cir 

is brought 'abdut by the metal point'of a 
dart in conjunction with ‘the ‘target panel 23, as 
will now be described.’ ' ‘ ' ’ \ ' " ’ " 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 7, the front surface 
of‘theApanel'23‘isprinted' or otherwise marked 
with a central circle or 'bulFs-ey'e 53'v surrounded 
bywfivesub'stantially ‘contiguous circular bands 
54, which'may carry‘different‘ scoring indicia. 
The buns-eye 5,3 and bands,“ form de?nite tar 
get areas,v which prererabiy‘a‘re colored'in a con 
trasting ‘manner .as' indicated by the line shading 
_ the" drawings. While this” circular,‘ arranger 
lllgnl'i'qftargetareas isfpi‘iefierred, ether shapes 
and ‘arrangements be employed if‘desired. 
" Referringnowf te‘FigJa it will'b‘e seenv that 
the get'p "e1 ‘23 is a‘ laminated structure with 
several difi‘erent layers: “The front surface of the 
panel, on which the target'areas 573E131 w5,4 appear‘, 
is formed by ashéét'?? ‘er paper or the like" ‘Be, 
mild the paper there is provided'a "sheet 57 ofw'a 
thinv metal 'foil, such as aluminum foil, and‘be 
hing-1 “this there i'sf'pro'vide'd a sheet v58 ofca‘r'd-r 
T559 id. or other relatively soft electrical insulating 
In __ ‘ial 'Which‘will be ‘readily pierced‘by' the 
metal‘point of a’dart. Thenext layer. at the 
reanofthe' sh'eet‘ES is’for'r’n‘e'd by a central circle 
‘Bil and a seriesof concentric ?at'cir’cular‘ bands 

' rresponding closely 'in size‘ ‘and position to 
, relishes? wager bares messages 
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These parts 60 and 5! are formed of a thin metal 
foil, such as aluminum foil, and as best shown in 
Fig. 10, they are slightly spaced from one an 
other throughout their entire perimeters. Be 
hind the parts 66 and 5! there is provided a layer 
63 of cardboard or other relatively soft electrical 
insulating material, this layer preferably being 
of su?icient thickness to prevent complete pene 
tration by a dart. It will be understood that the 
thickness of the paper 55 and of the metal foil 
is necessarily greatly exaggerated in Fig. 8. 
Each of the metal foil bodies is connected by a 
suitable electrical conductor to a contact on the 
rear ,‘surface of the cardboard layer =33. For this 
purpose “I may use narrow strips of metal foil 

‘ which pass through slits in the cardboard 63. 
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While these strips may be integral with the foil 
bodies,'they are preferably made from separate 
pieces. As shown, a foil strip 65 is connected to 
the central foil member 69, and a separate foil 
strip 55 is connected to each ,of the .foil members 
51. ‘Also, a f'cil strip‘f?'l'iisw'connected to the'foil 
sheet 5,1.’ These various strips‘ provide a hori‘j 
vz’entafrow of contacts ‘on'7 the rear face ‘of ‘the 
target panel and in‘ position to register at as 
s,‘ ly with the springbontacts (38, 39 and s8 
N the",i°-i'ame l5. Theseve'ral layersforin 
.e the‘t‘areet'panél .23 may be held together 

siiitable adhesive to provide a unitary struc 
ure. 

11 there is shown a slightly modi?ed 
construction for'the target panel,‘ in‘ which the 
foil sheet}? "is placed directly behind the card 
board'layer 58 (instead of in front thereof), while 
page __ en‘ members‘ 6!! and "e a pie'ee'd "directly in 
meter the 1a'yer' 5a (instead‘of behind thesiarne)’. 
In other words, the positions of the sheet E'L'on 
the 'ohe‘handfand of the‘members' 76,0 and 61, on 
the 'other' hand, have simply‘ been exchanged‘. 

d0 This‘c‘onstruction requires that narrow openings 
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10' be proyided in the foil sheet 57, so that the 
‘strips 65 and 65’ may pass‘ therethrough without 
making contact with'the‘sheet'. " ' " 

‘ ' In Fig'. ‘12 there is shown a dartof a suitable 
construction for use sgvithv my target. This dart 
comprises an elongated body '{2 of wood or the 
urea sharp metal point ‘it at the front end of 
151116 55d?) ?ndlgllidewfealh?ri? 7,4 at the real" end 
pft?ehpgyw _, ., _ , .7, 

" Whi1e"cértain parts have been described as 
formed of metal foil, which is the preferredconé 
str'ttyictibn, other thin metal structures of an equiv 
alenthature ‘may’ be employed. For example, it 
would be ‘feasible to use a‘?ne' mesh wire screen 
instead‘ or‘ metal ion. “ The ‘invention merely re 
guire‘s'a s‘he'et‘which will'iconduct'electric" and 
which is readily penetrated bythe metal p'oi'nt'ls 
of the dart, so that the dart 'meyeempiete‘en 
electrical "circuit and energize the‘ proper signal. 

onsretign of the invention will now hear; 
parent from"the above vdisclosure.v "With the 
panels 2! and 23 in place within the frame 15, 
the contacts ‘66" on the “rear 'of'the ‘target panel 
23 will respectively engage the spring contacts 38, 
while‘thé contacts 65 ena‘si will respectively en-, 
gage the spring contacts 39 and 4D. The darts 
will be‘thr‘own" into the target panel 23 from a 
suitable distance, and "as each dart strikes‘o’ne 
of the target areas 53 or 55, the metal point 73 
of the dart will penetrate sufficiently to establish 
an electrical contact between the 'foil sheet 51 
and the particular foil member. 50 or {ii which 
corresponds to the pierced target area. Thus, if 
the'dart registers a bullfsley'e the area tithe 
dart Point, will ferns e1 “eh-strict; elir'ifeiptbétvéé? 
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the foil parts 60 and 51. This will complete a 
circuit from the batteries 49 through the contact 
5|, the plate 20, the terminal 36, the buzzer 35, 
the terminal 43, the wire 44, the spring contact 
39, the panel contact 65, the foil part 60, the dart 
point 13, the foil sheet 51', the panel contact 67,’ 
the spring contact 56, the wire 46, the spring 
contact 41, and thus back to the batteries 49. 
The resultant current flow will actuate the buzzer 
35. If the dart enters one of the annular target 
areas 54 (say the one marked “5”), it will form 
an electrical contact between the corresponding 
foil part 6! and the foil sheet 5'5. - This will com 
plete a circuit from the batteries d9 through the 
contact 5!, the plate 253, one ear 3!, the corre 
sponding bulb 36, contact 32, wire 42, spring con 
tact 38, and panel contact 66, the pierced foil part 
6|, the dart point 13, the foil sheet 51, the panel 
contact, 61, the spring contact 49, the wire 45, 
the spring contact 47, and thus back to the bat 
teries 49. The resultant current flow will light 
the bulb 36 behind the numeral “5” in the panel 
2|, the light being re?ected from the back plate 
20, as Well as from the metal wall 34, so that it 
will be clearly evident to the participants in the 
game just what score has been made. The frame 
member 26 engages the rear surface of the target 
panel and supports it ?rmly against the shock of 
each dart as it strikes the panel. This prevents 
the impact of the darts from shaking previously 
thrown darts from the panel. 
The target panel 23 is comparatively simple 

and inexpensive to manufacture, and includes 
nothing which can injure the points of the darts. 
There are no permanent electrical wiring connec 
tions between the panel and the indicating de 
vices. Consequently when a panel becomes badly 
worn from long use, it may be easily withdrawn 
through the slot 25 and replaced by a new panel. 
The space behind the target panel provides a 
very convenient place to store the darts when not 
in use. The sliding panels provide ready access 
to the batteries and bulbs to facilitate replace 
ment when necessary. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

l. A target for darts or the like comprising a 
frame, a target panel mounted on the frame and 
readily removable therefrom, the panel including 
two thin metal structures separated by electrical 
insulating material and arranged to be pierced 
and electrically connected by the metal point 
of a dart, an electric signal mounted on the 
frame, two contacts mounted on the frame and in 
circuit with the signal, and two contacts on the 
panel electrically connected to the respective 
metal structures, the panel contacts engaging the 
respective frame contacts automatically upon 
mounting the panel on the frame. 

2. A target for darts or the like comprising 
a frame, a target panel mounted on the frame 
and readily removable therefrom, the panel in 
cluding two thin metal structures separated by 
electrical insulating material and arranged to be 
pierced and electrically connected by the metal 
point of a dart, an electric signal mounted on 
the frame, two yieldable spring contacts on the 
frame and in circuit with the signal, and two con 
tacts on the panel electrically connected to the 
respective metal structures, the panel contacts 
engaging the respective spring contacts auto- 
matically upon mounting the panel on the frame. 

3. A target for darts or the like comprising a 
frame having grooves, a ?at target panel ar 
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ranged to slide edgewise into position in the frame 
with the edges of the panel engaging the grooves, 
the panel including two thin metal structures 
separated by electrical insulating material and 
arranged to be pierced and electrically connected 
by the metal point of a dart, an electric signal 
mounted on the frame, two yieldable spring con 
tacts mounted on the frame and in circuit with 
the signal, and two contacts on the rear surface 
of the panel electrically connected to the respec 
tive metal structures, the panel contacts engaging 
the respective spring contacts automatically as 
the panel slides into place in the frame. 

4. A target for darts or the like comprising 
a frame, a ?at target panel mounted on the 
frame and readily removable therefrom, the front , 
face of the panel being marked to designate a 
plurality of target areas, the panel including two 
layers of thin metal separated by electrical in 
sulating material, one layer being divided into a 
plurality of electrically insulated parts corre 
sponding in shape and position to the respective 
target areas and the other layer being continuous 
throughout all the target areas, the construction 
being such that the metal point of a dart thrown 
into a given target area will‘ pierce and electrical 
ly connect the corresponding metal layer part 
with the continuous metal layer, a plurality of 
electric signals mounted on the frame, a contact 
mounted on the frame and common to all the 
signals, a plurality of additional contacts mount 
ed on the frame and in circuit with the respec 
tive signals, a contact on the panel electrically 
connected to the continuous metal layer and ar 
ranged to engage the said common contact auto 
matically as the panel is placed in the frame, 
and a plurality of contacts on the panel elec 
trically connected respectively to the parts of the 
said divided layer and arranged to engage re 
spectively the said additional contacts auto 
matically as the panel is placed in the frame. 

5. A target for darts or the like comprising a 
frame, a ?at target panel mounted on the frame 
and readily removable therefrom, the front face 
of the panel being marked to designate a central 
circular bull's-eye surrounded by substantially 
contiguous circular bands to form de?nite target 
areas, the panel including two layers of thin 
metal separated by electrical insulating material, 
one layer being divided into a plurality of slightly 
separated parts corresponding in shape and posi 
tion to the respective target areas and the other 
layer being continuous throughout all the target 
areas, the construction being such that the metal 
point of a dart thrown into a given target area 
will pierce and electrically connect the corre 
sponding metal layer part with the continuous 
metal layer, a plurality of electric signals mounted 
on the frame, a contact mounted on the frame 
and common to all the signals, a plurality of 
additional contacts mounted on the frame and 
in circuit with the respective signals, a contact 
on the panel electrically connected to the con 
tinuous metal layer and arranged to engage the 
said common contact automatically as the panel 
is placed in the frame, and a plurality of con 
tacts on the panel electrically connected respec 
tively to the parts of the said divided layer and 
arranged to engage respectively the said addi 
tional contacts automatically as the panel is 
placed in the frame. 

6. A target for darts or the like comprising a 
frame, a plate of sheet metal secured to the rear 
of the frame, a target panel mounted on the 
front of the frame and including two thin metal 
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structures separated by electrical- insulating ma 
terial and arranged to be pierced and electrically 
connected by the metal point of a dart, and an 
electric signal connected in a circuit with the 
said metal structures, the sheet metal plate form 
ing a portion of the said circuit. 

'7. A target for darts or the like comprising a 
frame, a plate of sheet metal secured to the rear 
of [the frame, an ear struck up from the said 
sheet and shaped to provide a socket, an elec 
tric lam-p bulb mounted in the socket, a target 
panel mounted on the front of the frame and 
including two thin metal structures separated by 
electrical insulating material and arranged to be 
pierced and electrically connected by the metal 
point of a dart, and means connecting the lamp 
bulb in a circuit with the said metal structures, 
the sheet metal plate and ear forming a portion 
of the said circuit. 

8. As an article of manufacture, a target panel 
for an electrically indicating target for darts or 
the like in the form of a laminated structure com~ 
prising a comparatively thick rear layer of rela 
tively soft electrical insulating material, a layer 
of thin metal in front of the rear layer, a layer 
of relatively soft electrical insulating material in 
front of the metal layer, a layer of thin metal 
in front of the last mentioned insulating layer, 
a thin front layer of paper or the like marked 
to indicate de?nite target areas, one of the metal 
layers being divided into separate parts corre 
spending in shape and position to the respec 
tive target areas, a plurality of contacts on the 
rear surface of the said thick rear layer elec~ 
tricall'y connected respectively to the parts of 
the divided metal layer, and a contact on the 
rear surface of the said thick rear layer electri 
cally connected to the other metal layer, all the 
said layers being fastened to one another to pro— 
vide a unitary structure, and the metal layers a 
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being such as to be readily pierced and electri— 
cally connected by the metal point of a dart. 

9. As an article of manufacture, a target panel 
for an electrically indicating target for darts or 
the like in the form of a laminated structure com 
prising a comparatively thick rear layer of rela 
tively soft electrical insulating material, a layer 
of thin metal in front of the rear layer, a layer 
of relatively soft electrical insulating material in 
front of the metal layer, a layer of thin metal 
in front of the last mentioned insulating layer, 
a thin front layer of paper or the like marked 
to indicate de?nite target areas, one of the metal 
layers being divided into separate parts corre 
sponding in shape and position to the respective 
target areas, a plurality of contacts on the panel 
electrically connected respectively to the parts of 
the divided metal layer, and a contact on the 
panel electrically connected to the other metal 
layer, all the said layers being fastened to one 
another to provide a unitary structure, and the 
metal layers being such as to be readily pierced 
and electrically connected by the metal point of 
a dart. 
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